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I am 6
I love thinking like a 6-year-old. Because 
everything is WOW! and AMAZING! It’s 
where imagination knows no bounds.

I’m free to explore the world, whether 
it’s making DEATH-DEFYING leaps 
between the armchair and the sofa over 
shark-infested carpet, becoming a 
SUPERHERO just by putting on a tea 
towel, and an empty toilet roll can a 
telescope or my rocketship. 

And, holidays last FOREVER!

I’ll never lose that sense of wonder, it’s 
what makes good design – GREAT.

Mark Jeater
Superhero
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British Airways

The goal 
To make British Airways the first global airline.

The enemy 
All other airlines.

The solution 
To showcase indigenous art from around 
the world.



British Airways



Selfridges

The goal 
To advertise the rebrand of Selfridges including 
their flagship store on Oxford Street.

The enemy 
John Lewis, Peter Jones, Harrods, Harvey Nicks.

The solution 
Bold new colour and logo that stood out from the 
crowd whilst being timeless and classic.



Selfridges



ORIC International

The goal 
Re-brand Abioric to become brand leaders.

The enemy 
ORX who was the largest player in the market.

The solution 
We re-branded ORIC to represent their global 
status and helped them first to become a 
challenger brand and now have positioned them 
as brand leaders and industry influencers.



ORIC International



ORIC International
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Overview of Consortium Dataset

Total Number of Loss Events

Gross Loss (GBP millions)

Average Loss by Member Size (GBP)
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Small
Medium
Large

2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014No. of members 24 22 26 26 33 35Life 419 402 416 472 649 477General 100 143 129 182 232 307Other 9 23 19 27 17 100Total number of loss events 528 568 564 681 898 884

2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014Small £1,096,740 £449,480 £251,669 £287,215 £170,509 £85,610
Medium £230,664 £185,293 £110,581 £309,645 £522,542 £242,802Large £553,232 £359,550 £495,485 £251,599 £636,114 £451,052

ORIC International members submitted 884 loss events to the consortium dataset during 2014, with a total value of £301 million. This is the third highest Gross Loss amount in the consortium’s history and represents a 26% increase on the average total Annual Loss amount over that 10 year period, as well as a 22% increase over the 
previous 5 years (2009-2013).

We’ve seen lower average Loss fi gures across all member sizes during 2014, does this refl ect your own loss experience over the past year?
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2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014No. of members 24 22 26 26 33 35Life £194 £112 £117 £113 £276 £216General £22 £56 £57 £68 £190 £68Other £6 £3 £3 £4 £11 £17Total Gross Loss £222 £171 £177 £185 £477 £301
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Operational Risk Landscape Report 

The 3rd edition of the Operational Risk 

Landscape Report provides a unique 

insight into the loss profile of the 

insurance industry over 2014.Operational Risk Landscape

Perspectives on the risk events that

could affect your firm’s futurePerspectives on the risk events that

could affect your firm’s future

3rd Edition

September 2015

Operational Risk Consortium Limited is a company registered in

England and Wales with Company Number 05510364 

In terms of documentation, participants were asked how complete they felt their documentation was in three areas – process, assumptions and rationales. It is important to note that the completeness of documentation is a subjective view and therefore these results reflect	the	participants	view	rather	than	the	regulators or any other more objective view. 
Of	the	two	firms	that	stated	they	had	partially	documented the process, 1 was developing an internal model and the other was using standard formula.	Of	the	15	firms	that	stated	they	had	fully	documented the process, 13 are developing an internal model.

88%	of	participating	firms	stated	that	they	are	fully documenting the inter risk correlation assumptions. 18% are partially documenting the correlation assumptions. Circa 70% are fully documenting the correlation rationales however 30% only partially document the rationale.	The	majority	of	the	firms	that	stated	they had fully documented each part of the process are developing an internal model and the completeness of the documentation is an indication	of	the	firm’s	readiness	for	the	Internal	Model Application Process (IMAP). 

Documentation of assumptions 

No of firms
Internal Model Standard Formula

Fully

Partially

0 5 10 2015

2 1

13 2

No of firms

Documentation of the assumption rationales 

Internal Model Standard Formula

Fully

Partially
5 1

10 2

0 5 10 2015

3. Detailed Findings

No of firms
Internal Model Standard Formula

Fully

Partially

0 5 10 2015

Documentation of the process

21

13 2
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ORIC International Benchmarking Series

Correlations Study

B E N C H M A R K I N G  S E R I E S



ORIC International
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enquiries@oricinternational.com
+44 (0) 207 216 7355
oricinternational.com Season's Greetings
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26 Eckstein Road, 
London SW11 1QF
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Hologramica
The client 
Hologramica is an international projection 
provider that uses a proprietary screen surface 
to create holographic stage effects (think Frank 
Sinatra, Tupac, Buddy Holly and  
Roy Orbinson). 

The goal 
To position Hologramica as the best resource 
for projected holographic stage and live-action 
displays.

The enemy 
The general ignorance of exactly what a stage 
hologram is.

The solution 
To create an identity that “delivers dreams” to the 
audience, thereby focusing on the result and not 
the tech.

Hologramica



Hologramica



My role 
After a discovery session, I designed several logos 
along three routes:
• Technical
• 3D
• Dreams

Liz (the MD), immediately loved the dreams route – to 
her own great surprise! It also resonated with her strap-
line “Seeing is Believing”.

Over the next 2 rounds, I drew up a  
hi-res vector of the Dreams Fairy, created a set of 
guidelines and rolled out the identity across stationery, 
labels, Christmas cards, bags, website, leaflets and 
adverts etc.

This is an ongoing client and Liz has already developed 
two new product lines and engaged me to design  
the websites.

Mark Jeater
S E N I O R  D E S I G N E R

Hologramica



Digital



Science in Sport
The client 
Science in Sport is a nutrition sales company. 

The goal 
To design digital assets for websites (MPU’s, 
Leaderboards, Skyscrapers and other sizes).

Science in Sport



Science in Sport



The goal 
To differentiate InterCasino from other online gaming 
operators.

The enemy 
Online gaming operators

The solution 
We created a campaign for InterCasino which rolled out 
a brand-building TV and digital promotion offering the 
chance to win a space trip.

This included the brand design, website design, tv adverts, 
online and offline adverts and digital page takeovers for 
YouTube and the Sun. 

Intercacino



http://www.markjeater.co.uk/projects/intercasino/

Intercasino



Websites



Float Glass

The goal 
To promote the Float Glass Design range 
to professional architects.

The enemy 
Other B2B glass producers.

The solution 
Build an inspiring website with a unique product 
specifier where you can define your ideal glass 
design, colour and finish which is then emailed as 
a specification datasheet.



Float Glass



Float Glass



ONYX Facilities Services

The goal 
To refresh the brand ONYX.

The enemy 
Other facilities companies.

The solution 
Redesign ONYX with a fresh look and brand  
new colour palette to make them stand out from 
the competition.



ONYX Facilities Services



Design Media

The goal 
To create an online bookshop for architects.

The enemy 
Amazon.

The solution 
Built an online store dedicated to Design Media’s 
range of books.



Design Media



Design Media



Powerpoint
Presentations



COTY



COTY



Dove Men+Care



Dove Men+Care



NOTHS



NOTHS



Experiential



Skype

The goal 
To bring together all of Skype’s managers.

The enemy 
Skype’s internal communication between offices.

The solution 
We created an event in a disused power station 
in Germany where staff from all the offices could 
get together with breakout areas designed to 
encourage conversation.



Skype



Skype



Pitches



CBS Outdoor – London Underground

The goal 
To secure the £1.6bn advertising concession for 
the London Underground.

The enemy 
Clear Channel and JCDecaux.

The solution 
We created presentation box that covered all 
the aspects of the bid and even built a full-size 
mockup of a tube platform where the client 
could see all of the future improvements in the 
advertising for the London Underground, from 
cross-track projectors and LCD displays to 
assorted advertising furniture.



CBS Outdoor – London Underground



CBS Outdoor – London Underground

The goal 
To secure the advertising concession for 
Arriva buses.

The enemy 
Clear Channel and JCDecaux.

The solution 
We created a bid box that detailed our 
goals and strategies.



CBS Outdoor – Arriva



Advertising



Diageo

The goal 
Get people to consider premixed spirits in 
the home.

The enemy 
Beer and wine.

The solution 
Perfect for the evening.



The SMIRNOFF word and associated logos are trade marks.  © The Smirnoff Co. 2010. 

AD	 CD	 ACCT

CW CS	 CLIENT

Client: DIAGEO	 Pg:1

Job No: DP064

Date: 08/11/2010

File: Smirnoff & Cola_Close_Crop_UK_MASTER

Media:	 6 sheet

 perfectly 
mixed with cola

AD	 CD	 ACCT

CW CS	 CLIENT

Client: DIAGEO	 Pg:1

Job No: DP064

Date: 05/11/2010

File: Gordons & Tonic_Close_Crop_UK_MASTER

Media:	 6 sheet

perfectly mixed 
with Schweppes Tonic
The GORDON’S word and associated logos are trade marks. © Tanqueray Gordon & Co. 2010. 

SCHWEPPES, the Fountain Device and the 196 graphics are registered trade marks of Atlantic Industries.

Diageo



Diageo



Grand Marnier

The goal 
To make Grand Marnier a choice for a longer 
drink rather than just a Liqueur.

The enemy 
Liqueurs. 

The solution 
We positioned Grand Marnier as a feeling – 
Welcome to the sunset hour – that you look 
forward to relaxing with after a hard days work.



Grand Marnier



6 Sheet LCD Screen – video

Trade film – video

WebsiteiPhone app

Grand Marnier



Grand Marnier



Bordeaux

The goal 
Make it easier for wine drinkers to choose 
Bordeaux.

The enemy 
New world wines. 

The solution 
Good food would choose Bordeaux.



Bordeaux



Bordeaux



Kettle hand cooked chips

The goal 
To convey that hand cooked crisps taste better 
than the mass-produced ones.

The enemy 
Walkers. 

The solution 
A range of posters that showcased the 
ingredients constructed from handprints to 
highlight that Kettle chips were hand cooked.



Kettle hand cooked chips



Bullring Birmingham

The goal 
To advertise the quarterly changes to the centre 
and showcase the new Spiceal Street food court.

The enemy 
Boring Shopping centres and multi-chain 
fast-food restaurants. 

The solution 
To illustrate that the Bullring was the centre 
of Birmingham.



Bullring Birmingham



Bullring Birmingham



Mark Jeater
S E N I O R  D E S I G N E R
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Developing a brand
The Challenge 
ABIORIC had international clients and 
were seeking more, therefore they had to 
distance themselves from the ABI.

The Insight 
We thought that the name and current logo 
were major barriers to the international 
market so, we rebranded them as ORIC 
International which dropped the ABI and 
introduced the international element.

The Rationale 
After many hours of thinking I finally hit 
upon a stylised star logo (in the wee hours 
of the morning). The colours came from 
the Olympic colours who’s rationale we 
repurposed – “Every country has a flag 
with at least one of the colours” thus 
endorsing the international look and feel.

The Presentation 
We then produced a selection of boards 
that told a story from where they were to 
where they could be. They loved it from 
the off and in a rare occurrence, they 
bought it there and then – so we left the 
other routes in the bag.

The Rollout 
From this, we created brand guidelines 
and a host of collateral to ensure that they 
always had consistency and a complete 
reference guide.

The Development 
After 2 years they wanted to update the 
brand to reflect their growing stature 
in the marketplace and whilst keeping 
the core elements we created a more 
professional look.

The Results 
They are now brand leaders.

ABIORIC Original Logo Example of one of the rough sketches

2 5



Mark Jeater
S E N I O R  D E S I G N E R
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Developing insight
I love studying Behavioural Economics 
and human psychology both in my 
career and as an active outside interest.

This gives me a positive insight into 
consumer behaviour that cannot be 
gleaned from looking at spreadsheets. 

One such example is the $300 Million 
button which allowed consumers 
proceed to the checkout anonymously. 
It’s insight was that you cannot ask for 
personal details until they have made a 
purchase. Surprisingly around 90-95% of 
consumers were then happy to give their 
details, something a spreadsheet would 
never reveal.

Another example is observation of  
how people actually use things – do 
they pick up the brochure and flick 
from the back to the front, start at the 
middle or begin at the front. This allows 
the placement of important messages. 
Of course there are numerous other 
examples and methodologies.

I’ve worked alongside creative  
thinkers including the following:  
Rob Fletcher (isobel Advertising),  
Rory Sutherland (Ogilvy), and  
Dave Trott (CST)  
who have all inspired me. 

I also follow others such as:  
John Hegarty (BBH),  
Dan Ariely (Predictably Irrational), and 
Daniel Kahneman (Thinking fast & slow)  
whose thoughts are always fresh, 
challenging and exciting.

3 5



Mark Jeater
S E N I O R  D E S I G N E R

PRO
CESS

Process flow
This is how I approach a project. 

Flexibly combined with internal processes 
such as Agile, Sprint, Scrum or Kaban, 
I have used this basic methodology to 
great effect on a number of successful 
campaigns.

Design 
sign-o�

Discovery
session

Scope out 
the project & 

estimate

Feedback

Brainstorm

Internal 
mood
boards

Stylescapes

Present 
to client &

schedule next 
meeting

Present 
to client &

schedule next 
meeting

Feedback & 
design sign-o�

Design all 
other assets

Feedback

Initial asset 
design

Initial
meeting

Artwork
production
& delivery
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Here I am with my brother Ian

He wanted to become  
a fireman and I wanted 

to be a designer

It just goes to show that  
dreams really do come true!

Mark Jeater




